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Abstract.Data Grid is a type of Grid Computing systems whichis designed to provide geographically
distributed data resources to large computational problems that require mining and evaluating large amounts of
data. Managing this data in a centralized location increases the data access time and hence much time is taken to
execute the job. So to reduce the data access time, "Replication" is used. Data replication is known as an
important optimization technique that aims to improve data access time and toutilize network and storage
resources efficiently.Since the data files are very large and the Grid storagesare limited, managing replicas in
storage for the purpose of more effective utilization requiresmore attention.In this paper, a novel data
replication strategy, called Dynamic Hierarchical Replicationwith Threshold (DHRT) is proposed. This strategy
is an enhanced version of the Dynamic Hierarchical Replication (DHR)strategy that uses a new threshold for
characterizing the number of appropriate sites for replication. Appropriate sites have the higher number of
access for that particular replica from other sites. It also minimizes access latency by selectingthe best replica
when various sites hold replicas. The proposed replica selection strategy selects thebest replica location for the
users’ running jobs by considering the replica requests that are waite in thestorage and number of stored file.
The simulated results with OptorSim, i.e. European Data Grid simulatorshow that the DHRT strategy gives
better performance compared to the other algorithms and preventsthe unnecessary creation of replicas which
leads to efficient storage usage.
Keywords:Grid Computing, Data Grid,Data replication, Dynamic Threshold, OptorSim.
1. Introduction
Grid computing is a wide area distributed computing environment that enables sharing, selection, and
aggregation of geographically distributed resources. Also, it is an important mechanism for utilizing distributed
computing resources. These resources are distributed in different geographical locations, but are organized to
provide an integrated service. The term "grid computing" refers to the emerging computational and networking
infrastructure that is designed to provide pervasive and reliable access to data and computational resources over
wide area network, across organizational domains [1, 2, 3].
Nowadays, there is a tendency of storing, retrieving, and managing different types of data such as
experimental data that is produced from many projects [1]. These data play a fundamental role in all kinds of
several scientific applications such as particle physics, high energy physics, data mining, climate modelling,
earthquake engineering and astronomy [2, 3, 4]. Storing such amount of data in the same location is difficult,
even impossible. Moreover, an application may need data produced by another geographically remote
application. For this reason, a grid is large scale resource sharing and problem solving mechanism in virtual
organizations and is suitable for the above situation [5, 6, 7].
One class of grid computing is "Data Grids"; that provide geographically distributed storage resources to
large computational problems that require evaluating and mining large amounts of data [8, 9]. The Grid
resources, including computing facility, data storage and network bandwidth, are consumed by the jobs. For
each incoming job, the grid scheduler decides where to run the job based on the job requirements and the system
status. In data-intensive applications, the locations of data required by the job impact the Grid scheduling
decision and performance greatly. Creating data replicas can reroute the data requests to certain replica servers
and offer remarkably higher access speed than a single server. At the same time, the replicas provide broader
decision space for the grid scheduler to achieve better performance from the perspective of the job [2, 3, 9].
Managing this data in a centralized location increases the data access time and hence much time is taken to
execute the job. So to reduce the data access time, "Replication" is used [2, 3].
The Data Replication is the process of creation and placement of the copies of entities of data. The phase of
creation consists in reproducing the structure and the state of the replicated data, whereas the phase of placement
consists in choosing the suitable site of this new replica, according to the objectives of the replication [9, 10].
The experiments on the distributed systems show that the replication promotes higher data availability,
lower bandwidth consumption, increase in fault tolerance and improvement in scalability [11]. By storing the
data at more than one site, if a data site fails, a system can operate using replicated data, thus increasing
availability and fault tolerance. At the same time, as the data is stored at multiple sites, the request can find the
data close to the site where the request originated, thus increasing the performance of the system. But the
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benefits of replication, of course, do not come without overheads of creating, maintaining and updating the
replicas. If the application has read-only nature, replication can greatly improve the performance. But, if the
application needs to process update requests, the benefits of replication can be neutralised to some extent by the
overhead of maintaining consistency among multiple replicas [11].
Various combinations of events and access scenarios of data are possible in a distributed replicated
environment. The three fundamental questions any replica placement strategy has to answer are as follow and
depending on the answers, different replication strategies are born [3, 12]:
 When should the replicas be created?
 Which files should be replicated?
 Where should the replicas be placed?
In this work a novel data replication strategy, called Dynamic Hierarchical Replicationwith Threshold
(DHRT) algorithm is proposed. DHRT extends proposed algorithm in [13] and stores replicas in appropriate
sites inthe requested region that have the higher number of access for that particular replica from other sites.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of some relatedwork on data replication
strategies. In Section 3 a DHRT algorithm is proposed.Section 4 shows the simulations results. Finally,
conclusions and future researchworks are presented in Section 5.
2. Related works
The role of a replication strategy is to identify when a replica should be created, where to place replicas,
when to remove replicas and how to locate the best replica. These strategies are guided by factors such as
demand for data, network conditions, cost of transfer and storage cost. Replication has been an interesting topic
in World Wide Web, peer-to-peer networks, ad hoc and sensor networking, mesh networks and distributed
databases [14-17].
Foster and Ranganathan [12], have proposed six distinct replica strategiesfor multi-tier data. These
strategies are described briefly as follow:
 NO Replication: This strategy will not create replica and therefore, the files are always accessed
remotely. One example of the implemented strategy is the SimpleOptimizer algorithm [26], which never
performs replication; rather it reads the required replica remotely. SimpleOptimizer algorithm is simple
to implement and performs the best in relative to other algorithms in terms of the storage space usage,
but performs the worst in terms of job turnaround time and network usage [12].
 Best client: Thiscreates replica at the client that has generated the most request for a file, this client is
called best client. At a given time interval, each nodes checks to see the number of requests for any of its
file has exceeded a threshold. If so, the best client for that file is identified [12].
 Cascading Replication:This strategy supports tree architecture, since the data files generated in the top
level and once the number of accesses for the file exceeds the threshold, then a replica is created at the
next level, but on the path to the best client, and so on for all levels, until it reaches to the best client
itself [12].
 Plain Cashing:In this strategy, the client that requests a file stores a copy locally. If these files are large
and a client has enough space to store only one file at a time, then files get replaced quickly [12].
 Caching plus Cascading:This Strategy combines cascading and plain cashing strategies. The client
caches file locally, and the server periodically identifies the popular files and propagates them down the
hierarchy. Note that the clients are always located at the leaves of the tree but any node in the hierarchy
can be a server. Specifically, a Client can act as a Server to its siblings. Siblings are nodes that have the
same parent [12].
 Fast Spread:In this method a replica of the file is stored at each node along its path to the client. When a
client requests a file, a copy is stored at each tier on the way. This leads to a faster spread of data. When
a node does not have enough space for a new replica it deletes the least popular file that had come in the
earliest [12].
In [18] the authors have presented a novel dynamic replication strategy called Bandwidth Hierarchy
Replication (BHR)which reduces data access time by avoiding network congestions in a data grid network. This
strategy takes benefits from ‘network-level locality’ which represents that required file is located in the site
which has broad bandwidth to the site of job execution. The BHR strategy isevaluated by Optorsim simulator.
The simulation results show that BHR strategy can outperform other optimization techniques in terms of data
access time when hierarchy of bandwidth appears in Internet. BHR extends current site-level replica
optimization study to the network-level.
Tang et al. [19] proposed two dynamic replica strategies, SimpleBottom Up and Aggregate Bottom Up, for
the multi-tier architecture for Data Grids. The SBU algorithm replicates the data file that exceeds a pre-defined
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threshold for clients. The main shortcoming of SBU is the lack of consideration to the relationship with
historical access records. For the sake of addressing the problem, ABU is designed to aggregate the historical
records to the upper tier until it reaches the root. The performance of algorithms was evaluated and
improvements shown against Fast Spread dynamic replication strategy. The values for interval checking and
threshold were based on data access arrival rate, data access distribution and capacity of the replica servers.
In [20], Chang et al. presented a dynamic data replication mechanism called Latest Access Largest Weight
(LALW) that selects a popular file for replication and calculates a suitable number of copies and grid sites for
replication. By associating a different weight to each historical data access record, the importance of each record
is differentiated. A more recent data access record has a larger weight. It indicates that the record is more
pertinent to the current situation of data access.
A replication algorithm for a 3-level hierarchy structure and a scheduling algorithm are proposed in [21].
They considered a hierarchical network structure that has three levels. In their replication methodamong the
candidate replicas they select the one that has the highest bandwidth to the requested file. Similarly,it uses the
same technique for file deletion. This leads to a better performance comparing with LRU (Least Recently Used)
method. For efficient scheduling, their algorithm selects the best region, LAN and siterespectively. Best region
(LAN, site) is a region (LAN, site) with most of the requested files.
In [22], Shorfuzzaman et al. proposed an Adaptive Popularity Based Replica Placement (APBRP)algorithm.
APBRP is a new dynamic replica placement algorithm for hierarchical data grids which is guided by file
“popularity”. The goal of this strategy is to place replicas close to clients to reduce data access time while still
using network and storage resources efficiently. The effectiveness of APBRP depends on the selection of a
threshold value related to file popularity. APBRP determines this threshold dynamically based on data request
arrival rates.
In [13] the authors presented aDynamic Hierarchical Replication (DHR)algorithm that places replicas in
appropriate sites, i.e. best site that has the highest number of access for that particular replica. The algorithm
minimizes access latency by selecting the best replica when various sites hold replicas. The proposed replica
selection strategy selects the best replica location for the users running jobs by considering the replica requests
that waiting in the queue and data transfer time. It stores the replica in the best site where the file has been
accessed most, instead of storing files in many sites [13].
Modified Latest Access Largest Weight (MLALW) is an enhanced version of Latest Access Largest Weight
strategy that proposed in [23]. MLALW deletes files by considering three important factors such as least
frequently used replicas, least recently used replicas and the size of the replica. Also, it stores each replica in an
appropriate site, i.e. appropriate site in the region that has the highest number of access in future for that
particular replica.
In a data grid reducing job’s waiting time in queue and execution time dependson where to assign job for
execution and where to get the required data files.Therefore, scheduling jobs at proper sites and getting replicas
from proper sites areimportant factors from user’s point of view. We leave the job scheduling problem[24],
which studies how to dispatch jobs into Grid sites for execution, and it’scoupling with data replication, as our
future research. Some researchers havestudied the relationship between data replication and job scheduling [2427].
3. Proposed replication strategy
In this section, first network structure of data grid is described, and then a novel DHRT algorithm is
proposed.
3.1. Grid Network Structure
The grid topology of the simulated platform is given in Fig. 1,which isbased on European DataGrid
CMStestbed architecture [28] and has three levels similar to what is given by Horri et al.[21].
1) First level are Regions that are connected through internet i.e. have low bandwidth.
2) Second level comprises of LAN’s (local area network) within each region that have moderately higher
bandwidth compared to the first level.
3) The third level are the sites within each of the LAN’s, that are connected to each other with a high
bandwidth.
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Fig. 1. Grid topology in the simulation

3.2. Dynamic Hierarchical Replication with Threshold
When a job is allocated to the gridscheduler, before job execution the replica manager should transfer all
the required files that are not available in the local site. So, the data replication enhances the job
schedulingperformance by decreasing job execution time. DHRTis an enhanced version of Dynamic
Hierarchical Replicationstrategy[13] andhas three parts:
3.2.1. Replica selection
Generally when several replicas are available within the local LAN, the local region or other regions,
DHRT selects the site that has the least number of stored files, since the bandwidth in each level of the network
is fixed.Fig. 2 describes DHRT’s selection algorithm.

Fig. 2. Selection algorithm of DHRT strategy
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3.3.2. Replica decision
When a requested replica is not available in the local storage, replication should take place. According to
the temporal and geographical locality the replica is placed in the best sites (BSEs). To select the BSEs, DHRT
characterizes the number of appropriate sites for replication by a dynamic threshold. Decision algorithm
calculates this threshold from Eq. (1).
Then, DHRT creates a sorted list (by number of replica access) of all SEs that requested the particular file in
the region. Now the replica will be placed in the storage elements of the above sorted list that threshold shows.

The dynamic threshold allows to candidate more than one SE and increase number of replicas. On the (1)
other
hand, replica is not placed in all the requested sites. Hence, DHRT helps to find an appropriate number of
replicas based on fourfactors, such as:
 NA(f): Number of access to that particular file
 NS(f): Number of sites that will require that particular file
 NR(f): Number of existing replicas of that particular file
 S(f): Size of that particular file
Fig. 3 describes DHRT’s decision algorithm.

Fig. 3. Decision algorithm of DHRT strategy

3.3.3. Replica replacement
The proposed strategy performs replacement process like DHR algorithm.If enough storage space exists in
the local site, the selected file will be replicated. Otherwise if the file is available in the local LAN, then it will
be accessed remotely. Now, if enough space for replication does not exist and requested file is not available in
the same LAN, one or more files should be deleted using the following rules:
 Generate a LRU (least recently used) sorted list of replicas thatare both available in the current site as
well as the local LAN.
 Start deleting files from the above list till space is available for replica.
 If space is still insufficient, then repeat previous step for each LAN in current region, randomly. In
other word, generate a LRU sorted list of replicas that are both available in the site as well as the local
region.
 If space is still insufficient, generate a LRU sorted list of the remaining files in the site and start
deleting files from the above list till space is available for replica.
Fig. 4 describes DHRT’s replacementalgorithm.
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Fig. 4. Replacement algorithm of DHRT strategy

4. Experimental Evaluation
4.1. Simulation Tool
OptorSim is used to evaluate the performance of DHRT algorithm.OptorSim [29] was developed by
European Data Grid projects andis written in Java. It provides a framework to simulate the realgrid
environment. It is developed to test the dynamic replicationstrategies.In data grid environment various job
execution scenarios are present.
OptorSim has severalimportant components such as computing element (CE), storage element
(SE),resource broker (RB), replica manager (RM), and replica optimizer (RO). Computing elements and
storage elements are used to execute grid jobs and store thefiles respectively. Additional details about
OptorSim are available in the literatures[30, 31].
4.2. Evaluation Parameters
The architecture used here is the European DataGrid CMStestbed architecture [28]. In this there are twenty
sites inwhich two of them have only storage element and which acts asmaster node. There are 8 routers which
isused toforward request to other sites.
With OptorSim, it is possible to simulate any grid topology and replicationstrategy. So OptorSim code has
been modified to implement the hierarchicalstructure, since it uses a flat network structure. It is assumed the
network has fourregions and on average two LAN’s in every region. The average storage capacity is 24.25
GB.Bandwidth in each level is given in Table 1. Also, Table 2specifies the simulation parameters and their
values used in our study. Data replication strategies commonlyassume that the data is read only in Data Grid
Environments.
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Tablee 1. Bandwidth co
onfiguration

Paarameter

Valu
ue (Mbps)

Intter LAN banddwidth

10000

Inttra LAN banddwidth

100

Inttra Region banndwidth

10

Table 2. General
G
configuraation parameters

Paarameter

Valu
ue

Nuumber of jobss types

6

Joob Delay (ms)

25000

M
Maximum
queuue size

200

Nuumber of jobss

100

Avverage size off storage elem
ments (GB)

54.225

Size of each filee (GB)

10

4.3. Resu
ults and Discu
ussion
The proposed
p
DHR
RT algorithm is compared with four rep
plication algorrithmsnamely,, No Replicatiion, Least
Frequenttly Used (LFU
U), Least Reccently Used(L
LRU), and DH
HR. In No Reeplication straategy files aree accessed
remotely. Whenstoragge is full, LR
RU deletes leeast recently accessed filees and LFU deletes leastfrequency
HR algorithm places
p
replicaas in appropriaate sites i.e. beest site thathass the highest number
n
of
accessed files. The DH
a minimizees access laten
ncy by selectinng thebest repplica by consid
dering the
access foor that particullar replica. It also
replica reequests that waiting
w
in the storage
s
and daata transfer mee.
Figurre 5 shows thhe mean job execution tim
me for the various
v
replicaation algorithhms.Obviously
y, the No
Replicatiion strategy haas the worst performance
p
ass all the filesreequested by joobs have to bee transferred from
f
main
site. In thhis simulationn LRU andLF
FU have almoost the same execution tim
me. DHR improves data acccess time
byconsiddering the diffferences betw
ween intra-LAN
N and inter-L
LAN communnication. DHR
RT mean job execution
time isfaster than DHR
R since it connsiders a dynaamic threshold
d to distinguissh the best num
mber of repliccas. If the
n enough, DH
HRT will notd
delete those file
fi that have a high transferrring time.
availablee storage for reeplication is not
It alsoim
mproves the mean
m
job execuution time byy storing the replica
r
in the most frequenntlyaccessed site
s of the
requestedd region.Valuaable informatiion can be gaiined by monittoring storagee resources usaage.Since reso
ource cost
is proporrtional to the resource
r
used, so minimizinng storageusag
ge is a must.
Figurre 6 shows thee storage usagge which is thhe percentagee ofavailable spaces
s
that are used. No Replication
R
strategy has best storrage since it getsfiles
g
remootely. LFU an
nd LRU are always repliccate when a request
r
is
p
threesstrategies sincce it keeps
made;hennce they use a lot of space. DHR strategyy performs bettter than the previous
at most one
o copy of file
fi in the reggion. The prooposedDHRT strategy has minimum stoorage usage among
a
the
current algorithmsbecaause it place replicas in the appropriate siites so reduces unnecessaryy replication.

3000
000
2500
000

No Repllicaton

2000
000

LRU

1500
000

LFU

1000
000

DHR

500
000

DHRT

0
Job executtion time
Fig. 5. Mean job executtion time for vario
ous replicationalggorithms
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40.00
0%
35.00
0%
30.00
0%

No Replication

25.00
0%

LRU

20.00
0%

LFU

15.00
0%

DHR

10.00
0%

DHRT

5.00
0%
0.00
0%
Storage Usage
U
Fig. 6. Mean storage usage for variouss replicationalgorrithms

Figurre 7 displays the mean jobb time basedd on changing
g number of jobs for LRU
U, DHR and proposed
algorithm
m. It is clear thhat at the job number increaases, DHRT is
i able to proccess the jobs inn the lowest mean
m
time
in compaarison with othermethods.
o
It is similarr to a real Grid
G
environm
ment where a lot of jobs should
s
be
executedd.
400
0000

Mean job time (sec)

350
0000
300
0000
250
0000
200
0000

LRU

150
0000

DHR

100
0000

DHRT

50
0000
0
00
10

40
00

700

10
000

N
Number
of job
bs
Fig. 7. Mean job executtion time based on
n varying numberr of jobs

5.

Con
nclusion and Future
F
workss
Dataa Grid is the highlight in the
t developmeent of the Grridtechnology,, which can bbe treated as a suitable
solution for highperfoormance and data-intensivee computing applications.R
Replication sttrategies are important
D
Grid ennvironments that
t
helps to reduce access latency annd network bandwidth
b
mechanissm used in Data
utilization. Replicationn also increaases data avaiilability thereeby enhancingg system reliaability. This technique
c
appliccable to data distribution problems
p
in large-scale
l
sccientific collabborations, du
ue to their
appears clearly
globally distributed user communities and distribuuted data sitess.
.In thhis paper, a new
n replicationn strategy nam
med DynamiccHierarchical Replication
R
w
with Threshold
d (DHRT)
for a 3 level hierarchhical structureenetwork is proposed.
p
Th
he goal is to increase dataa availability and thus
t
DHRT stores
s
the repplica in appropriation by defining
d
a dynnamic thresho
old, so the
improvess dataaccess time.
Mean Jobb ExecutionTiime can be miinimized and the storage ussage is also reeduced. It deleetes those filee that exist
in local LAN
L
and has minimum trannsfer time, whhen free space is not enouggh for the new
w replica.Also
o, It stores
the repliccas in the besst sites wheree the file has beenaccessed
d most, insteadd of storing fi
files in many sites. We
alsopreseented a replicca selection sttrategy that selects
s
the best replicalocaation for the uusers’ running
g jobs by
consideriing the number of stored file
f on each location. Toev
valuate the effficiency of thhe proposed replication
r
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strategy, gridsimulator OptorSim is configured to represent a real world datagrid testbed. The simulation results
shows that proposed algorithm performs better when compared to other traditionalalgorithm such as LRU, LFU
and no replication and a new algorithm such as DHR.
In future work, more realistic scenarios and user accesspatterns can be investigated and DHRT can be
combined with a proper schedulingto improve performance. We also plan to investigate more
replicareplacement strategies to further improve the overall systemperformance.Data transferring between
different grid sitesis time consuming and consequently scheduling jobs to the appropriate sites isnecessary.
Replica selection can also be extended by considering additional parameters such as security. Searching for
advanced replica replacement methods certainly enhances replication strategies.
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